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Abstract. In this paper, we present a mechanism that utilizes network traffic 
behavior and packet filtering statistics to improve firewall performance. The 
proposed mechanism allows optimizing the filtering rules order and their  
corresponding fields order upon certain threshold qualification following the 
divergence of the traffic behavior. The current and previous traffic windows 
statistics are used to check the system stability using Chi-Square Test. The 
achieved gain in processing time compared to related mechanisms is due to 
minimizing the overhead corresponding to the frequency of updating the securi-
ty policy rule/field structures. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to optimize firewall early acceptance path as 
well as early rejection path. Based on traffic statistics, a decision is made regarding 
whether or not there is a need to reorder the rules and/or rule-fields orders. The pro-
posed mechanism is based on the following three optimization levels: 1) Filtering 
rules are reordered in a descending manner according to their packet matching histo-
grams. This will yield to faster packet filtering time for the next similar traffic (opti-
mization in the acceptance path). 2) Rule-fields are reordered in a descending manner 
according to their packet not matching histograms. This will reduce the time needed 
for tuple comparison (optimization in the rejection path). 3) The firewall will continue 
filtering packets using certain rule and rule-fields orders under a certain threshold 
qualification (the system stability decision). This will reduce the time needed for the 
reordering process and updating the firewall security policy structure. The three opti-
mization levels will minimize the total packet filtering time and therefore the firewall 
performance will be improved significantly. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 
presents the mathematical model of the proposed mechanism. Section 4 evaluates the 
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firewall performance against the proposed mechanism. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 

2 Related Work 

The most early research works on firewall focus on the improvement of packet 
searching times using various mechanisms including hardware-based solutions [6, 7], 
specialized data structures [8, 9, 5, 10, 11, 12], and heuristics [5].  Research works in 
[17, 23, 4, 13 and 14] focus on the statistical filtering schemes to improve the average 
packet filtering time. The structure of searching by taking into account the packet 
flow dynamics is introduced in [3, 14, 15, 16].  

The idea of firewall optimization through early packet rejection was introduced in 
[1, 2, 23, 21and 18]. In [1] early packet rejection is done through rule- fields ordering. 
In [2] early packet rejection is done through multilevel filtering process including 
field and intersection filtering modules. In [23] a new approach named FVSC is pro-
posed to optimize the rejection path. PBER technique in [18] is considered as a gener-
alization of FVSC [23] it finds short cuts for both accepted and rejected packets. In 
[21] a binary search on prefix length algorithm is applied to every policy filtering 
field along with the property of splaying the search tree nodes while maintaining the 
min-node at high level for early packet rejection.  

The most relative to this paper is research work dealing with rules reordering 
which falls into two categories: Rules reordering including dependency as in[16, 23,] 
these research work give an approximation of the optimal rules order. Disjoint Rules 
reordering as in [24, 25]. Up to our knowledge all research work done in the field of 
firewall optimization through rule reordering, emphasis on the importance of rule 
field reordering in early packet rejection. In [1] we were the first to propose the idea 
of rule-field reordering and focus on its major effect in reducing the overall packet 
processing time.  

3 Proposed Work 

In this paper, we use the Firewall Decision Tree Tool (FDT) described in [26]. FDT 
tool releases the dependency relation between rules. As a result, the filtering rules can 
be reordered according to their matching frequencies. 

The mathematical model in this paper is based on rule and rule-fields histograms 
proposed in [1]. A mechanism named Dynamic Rule and Rule-Fields Ordering (DR-
RFO) is proposed in [1]. In which the reordering process is carried out at the end of 
each network traffic window. Thus, in this paper we propose a mechanism named 
Dynamic Rule and Rule-Fields Ordering with Decision Test (DR-RFOD) to organize 
the reordering process according to the system stability test.  

Since the proposed work in this paper uses the rule and rule-fields histograms, we 
will describe them in more details in the following section. Then we will discuss the 
decision regarding the rule/rule-fields reordering processes. 
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3.1 Mathematical Model 

Histogram of Rule Matching Probability and Field not Matching Probability 
Considering that packet matching test in firewall is based on a security policy with N 
rules, excluding the default “Deny” rule. Each rule consists of a maximum number  
of M fields, excluding the action field. A N×M matrix vector F(i,j) represents the 
security policy, that is: 
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Where iϵ{1,2,…,N} and j ϵ{1,2,…,Mi} are the indices for rule and field respectively.  
Let aw,s(i,j)l and bw,s(i,j)l represent the status of the lth packet matching and not 

matching an active field F(i,j) in rule R(i), respectively. Where w (w ϵ{1,2,…,W}), s 
(s ϵ{1,2,…,S}) and l(l ϵ{1,2,…,L}) are the window, segment and packet indices, re-
spectively. During the process, when the lth packet matches the field F(i,j) in the rule 
R(i), the state value of aw,s(i,j)l is incremented by “1”,  while bw,s(i,j)l remains no 
change. That is: 

  

(2)

 

By contrast, when the lth packet does not match the field F(i,j)in the rule R(i), the state 
of bw,s(i,j)l is incremented by “1”,  while aw,s(i,j)l remains no change. That is: 

  

(3) 

Note that if the lth packet is not tested for the field F(i,j) in the rule R(i), the state value 
of aw,s(i,j)l and bw,s(i,j)l remain no change. That is: 
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Let Cw,s(i)=aw,s(i,Mi) and Dw,s(i,j)=bw,s(i,j) present the number of packets in the sth 

segment matching rule R(i)|i=1,2,…,N and not matching field F(i,j)|j=1,2,…,Mi contained in 
R(i) on segment basis, respectively. 

Therefore, the probability of packet matching rule R(i) on segment basis can be de-
fined as: 
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Likewise, the probability of packet not matching field F(i,j)|j=1,2,…,Mi in the rule R(i) on 
segment basis can be defined as: 
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More explanation can be found in [1]. 
At the end of each window there will be an average probability for each rule and 

field which give us a further indication of the importance of that rule or field, that is: 
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Where ( )wr iRP )(  and ( )
wiRr jiFP )(),( are the average probabilities for R(i) and F(i,j) 

in R(i) in the wth window, respectively. 

Reordering Decision 

A-Statistical rules reordering decision 
Assume that the firewall consists of N filtering Rules with certain order in the previous 
window (w-1)th. We want to know if this order will be changed or not in the wth win-
dow. First let us introduce some notations to be used in Table 1. 

Table 1. Previous and current situations for policy filtering Rules 

State(k) R1 R2  … RN Total 

Previous(w-1) n(w-1), 1 
E(w-1),1 

n(w-1),2 

E(w-1),2 
 n(w-1),N 

E(w-1),N 
T(w-1) 

Current(w) nw,1 
Ew,1 

nw,2 

Ew,2 
 nw,N 

Ew,N 
Tw 

Total  C1 C2  CN T 

 
Let n(w-1),i and nw,i (observed values) are the number of matched packets by Rule 

R(i) in the (w-1)th and wth windows, respectively. To know if there is a significant 
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difference between the observed and expected values we use the Chi-square test to 
test the equality of two multinomial distributions. That is: 
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where Ek,i is the expected number of packets to be matched by R(i) in the current or 
previous window. That is: 
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If p_value ( ))((2 NRulesχ ,dF)<α → The system is not stable and there is a need to 
reorder the security policy rules according to histograms of packet matching R(i) on 
window basis in descending order. The new rule distribution will be computed using 
the following equation, where )_(1 valueP−=δ : 

 1))(()1())(( ))(( −−+= wrwrwr iRPiRPiRP δδ  (11) 

Otherwise, if p_value ( ))((2 NRulesχ ,dF)>α → The system is stable, no need to 

reorder the rules. The same previous rule order will be used for the next window and 
the rules histograms will be renewed using the above equation. 

The probability of the current window is given more weight. By doing this the be-
havior of the traffic in the previous window will not be ignored and will have relative-
ly less effect than the traffic behavior in the current window. As a result the new 
computed average probabilities would allow producing a better optimized rules order-
ing for the next window traffic. This procedure will be followed for each rule fields. 

B) Statistical policy rule-fields reordering decision 
Here, we discuss whether to decide to reorder the policy rules fields or not using the 
number of packets non-matching field F(i,j) in rule R(i) Where i ϵ{1,2,…,N}, j ϵ{1,2,…,Mi} . So the same concept of chi-square used in the previous section will be 
applied for fields of each rule in the security policy as shown in table 2. That is: 
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Where jkm , (observed) is the number of non-matched packets by F(i,j) in  R(i), k 

refers to the current or previous situation. Ek,j is the expected number of packets non 
matching F(i,j) in  R(i) in the current or previous window. That is: 
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Table 2. Previous and current situations for policy filtering Fields for Rule Ri 

State(k) Fi,1 Fi,2 … Fi,Mi Total 
Previous(w-1) m(w-1), 1 

E(w-1),1 
m(w-1),2 

E(w-1),2 
 m(w-1),Mi 

E(w-1),Mi 
T(w-1) 

Current(w) mw,1 
Ew,1 

mw,2 

Ew,2 
 mw,Mi 

Ew,Mi 
Tw 

Total  C1 C2  CMi T 

 

If p_value ( )(
2 )),(( iRjiFχ ,dF)<α → There is a need to reorder the fields in  R(i) 

according to histograms of packet non matching F(i,j) in R(i) on window basis in 
descending order. The new F(i,j) distribution in R(i) will be computed using the fol-
lowing equation, where )_(1 valueP−=δ . 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1)()()( ),()1(),( ),( −−+=

wiRrwiRrwiRr jiFPjiFPjiFP δδ  (14) 

Otherwise, if p_value ( )i(R))j,i(F(χ 2 ,dF)>α → no need to reorder the fields in R(i). 

Rules and rule-fields reordering processes are independent of each other. Depending on

))((2 NRulesχ  and )(
2 )),(( iRjiFχ tests,  the system may change the rules order 

without changing the fields order and vice versa or changing only some rule fields order. 
The following algorithms show the main operation of the statistical module. In Al-

gorithm 1 the buildup of the candidate rule list that are independent and equivalent  
to the original security policy using FDT tool takes place as well as getting the  
initial rule and rule-field probabilities to start with after training the system S0 seg-
ments. Algorithm 2 is responsible for packet filtering process using function tu-
ple_comparasion(l). Then it computes rule and rule-fields statistics (Lines 12-13)  
 

Algorithm 1. Startup Phase 

1:   <SP>← FDT(Policy Rules) 
2:s0←1 
3:l0←1 
4:repeat 
5: inisialize(a0,b0) 
6: whilel0<=L0 do 
7:  ls0←get_pak(fs0) 
8:  tuple_comparasion(lws) 
9:  l0←l0+1 
10: end while 
11: no_mat_Rs←last_Field(a) 
12: no_nonmat_Frs←r_Field(b) 
13: pRs ←prob_Rules(no_mat_Rs) 
14: pFieldrs ←prob_Field(no_nonmat_Frs)  
15: s0← s0 +1 
16:   untils0=S0 

17:   avgpR0 ←avg(sum(pRs0)s0=1:S0) 
18:   avgpFieldr0 ←avg(sum(pFieldrs0)s0=1:S0) 
19:   previous_R0 ←sum(no_mat_Rs0)s0=1:S0 

20:   previous_RFieldr0 ←sum(no_nonmat_Frs0) s0=1:S0 

21:   previous_avgpR0← avgpR0 

22:   previous_avgpFieldr0 ← avgpFieldr0 
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Algorithm 2. System Stability  

1:w← 1 
2:s←1 
3:repeat 
4: l←1 
5: repeat 
6:  inisialize(a,b) 
7:  whilel<=Ldo 
8:   lws←get_pak(fws) 
9:   tuple_comparasion(lws) 
10:   l←l+1 
11:  end while 
12:  no_mat_Rs←last_Field(a) 
13:  no_nonmat_Frs←r_Field(b) 
14:  pRs ←prob_Rules(no_mat_Rs) 
15:  pFieldrs ←prob_Field(no_nonmat_Frs)  
16:  s← s +1 
17: untils=S 
18: avgpR ←avg(sum(pRs)s=1:S ) 
19: avgpFieldr ←avg(sum(pFieldrs)s=1:S ) 
20: //*current state*// 
21: current_R ←sum(no_mat_Rs)s=1:S 

22: current_RFieldr ←sum(no_nonmat_Frs) s=1:S 

23: current_avgpR← avgpR 
24: current_avgpFieldr ← avgpFieldr 
25://*Rule-Fields stability test*// 
26: foreachr ϵ R 
27:  p_valuer←chi_square(previous_RFieldr  , 

current_RFieldr) 
28:  δr ←1- p_valuer 

29:  current_avgpFieldr←(1- δr)* 
current_avgpFieldr + δr * 

previous_avgpFieldr 
30:  ifp_valuer<α 
31:   Ruler ←reorder(ruler, 

current_avgpFieldr) 
32:  end if 
33: end for 
34://*Rules stability test*// 
35: p_valueR←chi_square(previous_R, current_R) 
36: current_avgpR←(1- δr)* current_avgpR +  
δr * previous_   avgpR 
37: ifp_valueR< α 

reorder(R, current_avgpR) 
38: end if 
39: /*update the previous state*/ 
40: previous_R ← current_R 
41: previous_RFieldr ← current_RFieldr 

42: previous_avgpR← current_avgpR 
43: previous_avgpFieldr ← current_avgpFieldr 

44: w← w +1 
45:untilw=W 
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and calculate the corresponding segment probabilities (Lines 14-15). Lines (18-19) 

compute the average rule and rule-fields probability on window basis. )(
2 )),(( iRjiFχ

and ))((2 NRulesχ are computed in (Lines 25-38). Also, the re-ordering process for 
rule-fields and rules is done in a descending manner according to current average prob-
ability based on if statement in lines 30 and 37. The current rule-fields and rule average 
probability are computed in (Lines 29 and 36). In (Lines 38-42) the previous state varia-
bles are updated to be used in the next traffic window. 

4 Evaluation 

4.1 DR-RFOD vs DR-RFO 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism, an algorithm that 
dynamically changes the order of the rules and rule-fields according to system stabil-
ity has been implemented using MATLAB programming environment. This experi-
ment is done using 20 filtering rules and 200 traffic windows each of 1000 packets. 
These numbers are used just to make it easy to trace the rules and fields ordering posi-
tion process using both DR-RFO and DR-RFOD mechanisms. 

DR-RFOD vs DR-RFO According to Rules Reordering Process 
The algorithms in DR-RFO and DR-RFOD mechanisms start optimizing the rule 
positions after treating the second window. In DR-RFO mechanism positions of the 
rules are updated dynamically after treating each window. On the other hand, in DR-
RFOD mechanism positions of the rules are updated dynamically according to eq. (9) 
and eq. (11) after system stability test. Fig.1 compares the evolution in R1 as an ex-
ample using DR-RFO and DR-RFOD mechanisms. The horizontal constant lines in 
the figure shows the corresponding windows for DR-RFOD mechanism where the 
system was stable according to eq. (9) and no rule reordering process is done. 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution in R1 using DR-RFO and DR-RFOD 
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DR-RFOD vs DR-RFO According to Rule-Fields Reordering Process 
The same concept used in rules reordering process will be used in rule-fields  
reordering process. In DR-RFO mechanism positions of the rule-fields are updated 
dynamically after treating each window. On the other hand, in DR-RFOD mechanism 
positions of the rule-fields are updated dynamically according to eq. (12) and eq. (14) 
after system stability test. Fig.2 compares the evolution for field Source-IP in R1 as 
an example using DR-RFO and DR-RFOD mechanisms.  

 

Fig. 2. Evolution in Field Source-Port in R1 using DR-RFO and DR-RFOD 

Fig. 3 shows the cumulative processing time for DR-RFO and DR-RFOD for dif-
ferent values of α. For α=0.005, the gain for using DR-RFOD for 200 traffic windows 
is 9.1119(s), while for α=0.05 the gain is18.2855(s). 

 

Fig. 3. Cumulative processing time for DR-RFOD vs DR-RFO for different α values 
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4.2 The Effect of Error Precision (α) on DR-RFOD Mechanism 

This experiment studies the effect of different α values in the cumulative execution 
time and the number of rule/rule-fields reordering process. Fig.4 gives an idea about 
the execution time needed for each of the 200’s windows for different α values. 

 
Fig. 4. Execution time for DR-RFOD for different α values 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a mechanism to improve firewall packet filtering time 
through optimizing the order of security policy filtering rules and rule-fields. The 
proposed mechanism is based on reordering rules and rule-fields according to packet 
matching and non-matching histograms, respectively. The current and previous traffic 
windows statistics are used to check the system stability using Chi-Square Test. If the 
system stability test indicates that the firewall is stable the same current rule and/or 
rule-fields orders are used for filtering the next traffic window. Otherwise, an update 
of the rule and/or rule-fields order structures is required for filtering the next traffic 
window. The proposed mechanism gives better cumulative execution time compared 
to DR-RFO mechanism. Also, the effect of α on the cumulative processing time and 
on the frequency of the reordering process has been discussed. In future work, we 
intend to investigate the effect of dynamically changing the traffic window size, and 
improve the proposed mathematical model to take into consideration security policy 
with dependent rules.  
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